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Abstrat

Work in reent years has shown that if we allow the learner to ask questions then reasonably

large subsets of �rst order Horn lause languages are eÆiently learnable. The talk will

disuuss theoretial and pratial aspets of these results.

Introdution

Early work in Indutive Logi Programming

(ILP) inluded several systems that allowed the

learner to ask questions in the learning proess

[24, 23, 18, 8℄. Most of reent work, however,

tends to use learning from examples as the main

paradigm (e.g. [20, 17, 9, 5℄). Sine only limited

lasses of expressions are learnable from examples

[6℄, heuristis are used to obtain good results in

pratie. One reent strand of theoretial work

has shown that larger lasses of expressions are

learnable if the learner is allowed to ask questions

[12, 21, 4, 22, 16, 14, 13, 3, 15℄. These works use

standard orales from learning theory [1℄ as well

as new types of questions appropriate for the �rst

order setting. Two main hallenges remain in this

area. One is to further larify whih lasses are

learnable and with what omplexity. The other

is to establish appliations of query based algo-

rithms. The talk will disuss both aspets trying

to give an insight into algorithmi issues and il-

lustrate possible appliations.

Learning with Queries

Angluin's so-alled minimally adequate teaher

[1℄ is often used in this ontext. In this setting the

learner is allowed two types of questions. With

Equivalene Queries the learner presents a hy-

pothesis and requests either on�rmation that it

�
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is orret or otherwise a ounter example. With

Membership Queries the learner an onstrut an

arbitrary desription of a hypothetial example

and ask whether the example is a member of the

onept being learned. Several forms of examples

(i.e. atoms, lauses, interpretations) have been

used before in ILP [7℄ and eah of these yields

a di�erent learning model when ombined with

the query setting. Some authors use additional

query types to allow for more eÆient learning.

Arimura [4℄ and Reddy and Tadepalli [22℄ used

\derivation order" queries to identify whih atom

is the �rst one to be used when deriving a parti-

ular onlusion. Krishna Rao and Sattar [16℄ use

subsumption queries to �nd out whether hypoth-

esised lauses syntatially math the onept be-

ing learned.

Despite the variation in example types and

question types the algorithms in [12, 21, 4, 22,

16, 14, 13, 3℄ share a ommon struture, whih

is already reeted in learning propositional ex-

pressions [1, 2, 10℄. A similar struture is used

for learning desription-logi expressions in [11℄.

The algorithms maintain multi-lause hypothe-

ses, and learn all lauses simultaneously. Given a

new unovered example, the algorithm tries to use

the example to \re�ne" one of its urrent lauses.

If this sueeds then a new hypothesis is formed

by replaing this lause with its re�ned version,

and leaving other lauses unhanged. Otherwise

the new example is used to add a new lause

to the hypothesis. Clearly, a areful treatment



of \suessful re�nement" is needed. All algo-

rithms use some form of produts for re�nement,

either Plotkin's LGG [19℄ or diret produt of

�rst order strutures. Sine these operations gen-

erate large lauses further size-reduing opera-

tions are needed. While equivalene queries are

used to �nd new unovered examples, member-

ship queries and other orales are used to iden-

tify suessful re�nements and safe size-reduing

operations.

Appliations

There are several ways to apply suh algorithms

in pratial situations. The natural approah is

to develop interative systems relying on users to

answer questions [24, 8, 15℄. These an be use-

ful in tools supporting the development of logi

programs. A hallenging possibility arises in do-

mains where one an perform experiments e.g.

lab tests in hemial domains to answer member-

ship queries. If this is feasible then one might

be able to automate the entire learning proess.

A similar idea an be used when one an sim-

ulate suh an experiment; Reddy and Tadepalli

[21℄ use this idea in an AI planning problem. To

test whether a ertain operator is useful, they use

it diretly in their planner and test the results.

Finally these ideas an also ontribute new al-

gorithms for learning from examples only. In re-

ent work we obtained answers to queries sim-

ply by evaluating the queries on a given data set

[15℄. The resulting algorithm is quite di�erent

from most urrent systems in that it performs

spei� to general searh and uses large re�ne-

ment steps in its searh proess. These ideas have

been tested in several domains inluding learning

list manipulation programs and natural language

grammar learning where good performane was

demonstrated [15℄.
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